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he software suite is a cutting-edge solution that processes and stores thousands of ,
empowering scientists at Merck to accelerate the generation of critical insights, and

swiftly comply with .
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RESULTS TUNGSTEN
SDS PARSING SUITE
An open-source Python library built to parse and extract
data from SDS.

SILICON
SDS DATA ACCESS

The backend API of the Crucible suite, providing
programmatic access to SDS data.

LITHIUM
SDS SCRAPER
An automation to scrape and download thousands of
SDS from Sigma Aldrich.

MERCKURY
CRUCIBLE USER INTERFACE

The frontend interface built to allow end-users to search
for chemicals and generate cover sheets.

Problem
Scien�sts at Merck spend hundreds of hours manually popula�ng and
maintaining a list of thousands of safety data sheets (SDS) to create cover
sheets for precau�ons and hazards exposure insights in order to comply with
safety regula�ons.
Goals & Motivation
Our goal was to develop a fully automated system to populate and maintain a
database of SDS documents, allowing scien�sts at Merck to programma�cally
generate cover sheets for their chemicals and poten�ally saving hundreds of
thousands of dollars on wasted �me annually.
Parsing Pipeline
Tungsten’s SDS parsing pipeline is a flexible mul�-stage system designed to
accommodate mul�ple parsing paradigms.

User Interface Design
The original user interface (UI) was designed using Figma,
the industry standard collabora�ve interface design tool.
With Figma, we were able to create an interac�ve demo of
the UI, so that we could receive feedback from poten�al
end-users and reiterate on our design before developing
the applica�on.

Parsing Accuracy
To ensure that our SDS parser produces accurate
output, we devised a way to measure how accurately
a document has been parsed in accordance with the
UN Globally Harmonized System. On average, our
parser is 90% accurate for all sec�ons. However,
considering only the fields necessary to generate the
cover sheet boosts accuracy to 100%, ensuring that
no issues will occur for cover sheet genera�on.
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<ROOT>:
|-LTTextLineHorizontal:
| |-Version 6.11:
|-SAFETY DATA SHEET:
| |-Revision Date 07/23/2022:
| | |-Print Date 09/11/2022:
|-SECTION 1: Identification of the substance/mixture and of
|-1.1 Product identifiers:
| |-Product name:
| | |-: Sulfuric acid:
| |-Product Number:
| | |-: 339741:
| |-Brand:
| | |-: Aldrich:
| |-Index-No.:
| | |-: 016-020-00-8:
| |-CAS-No.:
| | |-: 7664-93-9:
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Conclusion
Throughout this past year, our team has made significant
strides in the development of Crucible. Our so�ware suite
streamlines the process from SDS document gathering to
cover sheet genera�on, elimina�ng the poten�al for
human error and saving valuable �me for Merck scien�sts,
allowing them to focus on other important tasks. Moving
forward, we hope to expand support to mul�ple SDS
vendors and enhance the observability of our pla�orm.
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Sticky Note
Refer to the GHS hazard classification.  That is the meat of this whole problem.Scientists spend a lot of time finding SDS and then transferring the hazard information onto a cover sheet
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Sticky Note
and hours of time saved
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Sticky Note
You describe what Tungsten here but on the right column is where you list all the different parts of the platform.  From a flow perspective, it makes more sense to move the right column elements here. 
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Sticky Note
Remove the "Proprietary" triangle at the bottom 
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Sticky Note
The way this is laid out, I'm not sure if people will confuse whether "postgres databasse" and Minio S3 Documents are related to the image below. 




